Jefferson County Planning Commission
Agenda
March 22, 2021 meeting

7:00 P.M. – Zoom Video Conference
NOTICE is hereby given to any and all persons that the following will be considered at a Public Meeting by the
Jefferson County Regional Planning Commission to be held on Monday, March 22nd, 2021 at 7:00 p.m. via
Zoom Video Conference. This meeting format is being utilized in the interest of public safety. All reports will
be posted online at https://www.jfcountyks.com/agendacenter (click on arrow next to Planning Commission) no
later than Wednesday, March 17.
To view or participate in the Zoom meeting, please request the meeting link by calling (785)403-0000, option
3, or emailing kwoodward@jfcountyks.com. You will be provided with instructions and given the option to
participate in a practice meeting in advance.
The County will provide a method for individuals without access to the internet or a telephone – and only
such persons – to observe or participate in the meeting from the Jefferson County Courthouse. Face masks are
required at all times inside all County facilities.
To provide written public comment: Written public comment must be received by the Planning and Zoning
Department by 3 pm on Monday, March 22 to be included in the meeting materials. Send correspondence
electronically to kwoodward@jfcountyks.com, or mail to P.O. Box 628, Oskaloosa, KS 66066, or place it in the
drop box by the south entrance of the Courthouse. Comments placed in the drop box should be marked for the
Planning Commission.
Item 1:

CALL TO ORDER

Item 2:

APPROVAL OF THE AGENDA

Item 3:

ROLL CALL

Item 4:

APPROVAL OF MINUTES – February 22, 2021 Meeting

Item 5:

PUBLIC HEARINGS
HEARING PROCEDURE:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Staff Report Presentation
Commission Questions of Staff Report
Applicant Presentation
Public Comment (Proponent then Opponent)
Applicant Rebuttal
Commission Action

SUBMITTAL OF EXHIBITS FOR THE
RECORD:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Jefferson County Zoning Regulations
Jefferson County Subdivision Regulations
Jefferson County Comprehensive Plan
All Visual Aid Presentations with Aerial
Maps, Site Plans, and Plats
E. All Application Files in their Entirety
Including Staff Reports

Item 6:

COMMENTS FROM THE PUBLIC ON ITEMS THAT ARE NOT ON THE AGENDA
(Agenda Schedule Allowance: 30 minutes or 5 minutes per spokesperson)

Item 7:

OLD BUSINESS, GENERAL STAFF REPORT
I.
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Consider initiation of potential text amendment TA2021-01 to sections of the Zoning and
Subdivision Regulations pertaining to application requirements and Zoning
Certificate/building permit procedures.

Item 8:

NEW BUSINESS
I.
II.
III.

Item 9:

Updating the Jefferson County KS Comprehensive Plan Part I – Goals
Updating the Jefferson County KS Comprehensive Plan Part II – Examples
Updating the Jefferson County KS Comprehensive Plan Part III – Timeline and Engagement

ADJOURNMENT

Protest Petitions: Any protest petition must be filed in the Office of the County Clerk within 14 days from the conclusion of the public
hearing held by the Planning Commission.
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Jefferson County Planning & Zoning
Oskaloosa, Kansas
UNOFFICIAL
UNOFFICIAL MINUTES OF THE JEFFERSON COUNTY PLANNING COMMISSION
Minutes of Planning Commission
Meeting of February 22nd, 2021
*The below Minutes are a summation of the meeting that took place VIA ZOOM

Item 1.

Call to Order.

Item 2.

Approval of the Agenda

Secretary Scherer moved to accept the agenda as presented and Commissioner Rudolph seconded.
Votes were taken by Ayes and Nays as follows:
Paul
Johnson
Chairman

Matt
Scherer
Secretary

Stephen
Phillips

Gale
Rudolph

Tim
Benyshek

Vacant

Vacant

Aye

Aye

Aye

Aye

--

--

Paul
Johnson
Chairman

Matt
Scherer
Secretary

Stephen
Phillips

Gale
Rudolph

Tim
Benyshek

Vacant

Vacant

Present

Present

Present

Present

--

--

DNV
Motion Passed 4-0

Item 3.

Item 4.

Roll Call

Present

Approval of the January 25th, 2021 meeting minutes

Chairman Johnson asked if there were any corrections for the minutes. Chairman Johnson asked for a motion to
approve the minutes. Secretary Scherer moved to approve the minutes as presented and Commissioner Phillips
seconded.
Votes were taken by Ayes and Nays as follows:
Paul
Matt
Stephen
Gale
Johnson
Scherer
Phillips
Rudolph
Chairman
Secretary
DNV
Aye
Aye
Aye
Motion Passed 4-0
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Tim
Benyshek

Vacant

Vacant

Aye

--

--

Feb. 22nd, 2021 Planning Commission Meeting Minutes – Unofficial
Item 5.

Public Hearing

Chairman Johnson explained the commission meetings procedures to the public and opened the public hearing.
Chairman Johnson asked if anyone had ex parte communications with someone involved in the case or if a member
has a potential conflict of interest regarding this case. No one had.
Z2021-01: A request to consider a change in zoning from Rural Residential to Agricultural (to facilitate an
associated Ag Split application) at property located at 19152 Wise Rd, Atchison, KS 66002. This request is
brought by owners Mark and Carleita Domann located at 19152 Wise Rd, Atchison, KS 66002.
Chairman Johnson asked staff to give their report. Staff gave their report. After giving their report, Chairman
Johnson asked the board if they had any questions for staff.
Chairman Johnson: Any further questions by commissioners at this point? If not, is the applicant on the line? Yes,
Ok. Would the applicant like to comment or add or subtract from the staff report at this point?
Mark Domann (Applicant): No, it sounded just about exactly like what I wanted it to sound like. I will, I will add that
the only reason that parcel was ever split to begin with, that's been in my family for 100 years, that was two 80-acre
tracks originally. The only reason it ever got split the way it was split was because of a divorce back in the 1980s, and
when I purchased the property, I did not know that I couldn't sell the house off of it without selling the 33 acres and
obviously, I didn't want to do that. So, the only way I could do it was to put it back into two 80-acre tracks, and then go
through this process. I just, I just wanted to be able to sell the house off of it. I don't want to sell the farm ground. So
that's all I have.
Chairman Johnson: Do we have anyone else on the line? So, we don't. There's no one else to speak in favor of that
application. And apparently, there's no one else on the line that would speak to oppose the application. And unless the
applicant has anything else to offer at this point, I'll ask the planning commissioners if they have any specific questions
for the applicant at this point. Or any questions for staff at this point? Hard to tell here but it seems we do not have
further questions for the applicant or the staff. So be that as it may, then I'll close the public hearing portion of this case
and ask if there are any final thoughts or questions by commissioners for staff at this point.
Chairman Johnson: Tim?
Commissioner Benyshek: I was just going to say that I have no further questions, but maybe I'm jumping the gun here,
but I was going to recommend approval for Z2021-01 or move to approve, sorry.
Secretary Scherer: This is Matt. I second.
Chairman Johnson: Any further comments or questions by commissioners for this case? Seeing none, all those in
favor say aye.

Votes were taken by Ayes and Nays as follows:
Paul
Matt
Stephen
Gale
Johnson
Scherer
Phillips
Rudolph
Chairman
Secretary
DNV
Aye
Aye
Aye
Motion passed 4-0

Tim
Benyshek

Vacant

Vacant

Aye

--

--
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Feb. 22nd, 2021 Planning Commission Meeting Minutes – Unofficial
Item 6.

Public Comment: There was none

Item 7.

Old business:

Staff reported that the County Commission had met that day and approved all the January Planning Commission cases as
recommended. Staff also reported on the 2020 Building Permit report that was presented to the County Commission, with
information as follows:
• The number of permits issued for dwellings in 2020 was the highest since before the 2008 recession.
• The highest number of permits in 2020 were issued for accessory structures followed by dwellings.
• In 2020, the highest permit activity was in the 3rd quarter, followed by the 2nd quarter, which were the first two
quarters of the global pandemic.
Secretary Scherer mentioned that he thought there used to be a semi-official requirement that applicants be present
for the public hearing on their case, and said that the Planning Commission may have adopted a policy or bylaws not to
consider an application if the applicant wasn’t present. Staff said they would investigate this and report back to the
Commission.
Item 8.

New Business:

Chairman Johnson: So, there's no more old business or general staff report. Let's move on to new business. And I need
to start by saying that I was truly impressed with your plan compatibility report. And, you know, the detail that you gave
about where we're at with the comp plan where we, how it synced or didn't sync with our zoning and subdivision
regulations. I think just some stellar key questions that we need to be asking now as we move into the next stage.
Item I. Jefferson County KS Comprehensive Plan 2021 Review.
Before staff began the presentation, Commissioner Rudolph asked if the presentation could be shared so she would
know whether to take notes. Staff forwarded the presentation notes to all Commissioners.
Kelly Woodward (Staff) presented an interactive presentation for the Plan Compatibility Report, offering the Planning
Commissioners the opportunity to ask questions or make comments during the presentation. Highlights of the report
and comments follow.
Staff began with a brief history of the current Comprehensive Plan, Zoning Regulations, and Subdivision Regulations.
The remainder of the report focused on the compatibility analysis of current regulations with the current plan. Staff
noted this was not meant to be exhaustive in terms of recommendations, but just a first look at the existing plan and
regulations. Other topics may be considered as the process moves forward, but there is some good content in the current
plan.
Staff noted that plans are intended to be decision-making guides and are not regulatory in nature. Regulations are only
one tool for implementing the plan. Other tools include administrative actions and strategic projects. As community
vision evolves, regulations must also evolve. Regulations implement the plan incrementally as new development occurs.
Therefore, change brings the plan to life. Development regulations can never anticipate all change, and therefore some
flexibility should be built into the decision process. Discretionary decisions should be tied to the intent and vision of the
plan.
Staff noted that while there are 11 base zoning districts and 3 overlay zoning districts, most land in the county is
classified as agricultural or rural residential. Planned districts, which are tied to the Commercial Industrial map, are
meant to add flexibility for approval of large projects but are not widely utilized. The more frequently used process is the
Conditional Use Permit.
After staff introduced the zoning regulations, Chairman Johnson provided background information about the former
consultant’s perspective on using the Conditional Use permit process to evaluate all future development, and noted it was
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stated that this process applied to the specific permit and had to be reestablished with an ownership change. Whereas the
planned districts are those essentially locked in for commercial or industrial development. Staff said that Conditional
Use permits generally run with the land, and they may not be tied to a specific owner but are tied to a specific use. So, if
the property changed ownership, and the new owner followed the approved development plan and all conditions of
approval, a new Conditional Use Permit may not be required.
Staff mentioned that performance regulations and specific use standards create another layer of regulations. There are
discretionary decision criteria for variances and special exceptions.
Chairman Johnson asked if there is a map of the conditional use permits in Jefferson County. Staff responded there is a
table that needs to be updated to reflect which ones are current. Chairman Johnson asked if there is a time limit for these
uses, and staff responded there is no current limit. Chairman Johnson confirmed that the Planning Commission could
recommend an expiration date for specific conditional uses during the approval process and staff agreed that could be a
condition of approval.
Staff introduced the Subdivision Regulations and the options for land divisions.
The first recommendation noted by staff was to update or add intent and purpose statements to some sections of the
regulations to guide discretionary decisions and further the vision of the Comprehensive Plan. It was also suggested that
current decision criteria and specific use standards be reviewed to ensure compatibility with the plan.
Chairman Johnson asked exactly what a purpose statement is. Staff characterized this as what the process is intended to
accomplish. It is a basis for decisions, and if there are questions during the process, then the decision could be evaluated
per the intent and purpose statements of that section to see if stated goals and objectives were furthered.
Chairman Johnson asked if this is what comes out when we try and define the philosophy or the comprehensive land
use plan. Staff agreed.
Staff reiterated the Comprehensive Plan recommendation to do a more extensive natural resource inventory to create a
more specific and comprehensive database of features for preservation and protection. This information could be used to
create zoning overlay districts, performance standards or development review criteria.
Chairman Johnson asked who would be involved in the resource inventory and options were discussed.
Regulatory implementation of the Land Evaluation and Site Assessment (LESA) system was discussed in relation to
farmland preservation, including benefits of the system. Staff recommended using soil data to help define future land use
and preservation areas; clarifying the applicability of LESA to the evaluation of rural residential development;
performing sample analyses and finetuning the criteria to local context, and adding this analysis to the regulations as part
of development review.
Chairman Johnson clarified that the LESA system is not built into the zoning and subdivision regulations and suggested
that the Commission should consider various types and levels of agriculture and determine more distinctions of what we
call farming. He suggested particular care for fertile bottomland and specialty farming options. He also noted Douglas
County is considering use of the LESA system.
Staff presented an example future land use map from Shawnee County and discussed how the future land use
designations help provide clarity for decision-makers as well as potential purchasers of property for the type of
development that is desirable in different areas. This would help increase confidence in applying for specific land uses in
a particular location. These future land use designations would be advisory, but the designations would be related to one
or more applicable zoning districts and would guide rezoning decisions.
Chairman Johnson noted the tension regarding development between Topeka and Shawnee County, and the battles over
expansion and lack of unified government approach. Staff added that the County should discuss how to coordinate with
cities in the plan updates.
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Chairman Johnson asked whether the future land use map is advisory or regulatory. Staff noted the future land use map
is not a zoning district, thus not regulatory. However, each future land use may be associated with one or more
appropriate zoning districts to help determine if rezoning requests are compatible with the plan.
Staff suggested the Commission could consider whether more than one type of agricultural zoning district would be
beneficial, such as adding a new agricultural zoning district with smaller minimum lot size, and implementing maximum
residential lot size to help limit the number and impact of nonfarm parcels allowed.
Staff suggested that the Commission work to identify specific areas for small-lot rural residential development and
discussed the plan’s vision and cautions regarding this type of development. Images from a couple of existing
subdivisions in the County were shown.
Chairman Johnson discussed the former Zoning Administrator’s thoughts regarding dividing the County into thirds with
different definitions of working farms based on location. He then said that cluster development should be taken seriously
for incorporating both open space or farm preservation and smaller lots, but a barrier is community septic systems that
are run by homeowner associations and when the systems fail it falls to the County to remedy it. He mentioned creating
retirement communities and more affordable housing options. Staff discussed a particular development targeted to those
who want maintenance-provided housing, and suggested a housing study for ideas to accommodate options.
Staff recommended that the Commission discuss the required level of urban services for new subdivisions, and noted the
County has a 1997 resolution that establishes minimum construction standards for roads in subdivisions. However, staff
noted such regulations should really be included in the subdivision regulations.
Staff presented a map of vacant parcels under 40 acres and suggested further study of existing lots available for
development, along with factors limiting development. This study should include local experts such as realtors,
homeowner associations and others who could assist in formulating a strategy. The County Land Bank may also be
useful in a strategy for underutilized lots.
Chairman Johnson asked about the compatibility of the Comprehensive Plan with the Perry Lake Plan update process.
Staff suggested discussing input for specific projects for the Perry Lake Plan at the next meeting. Chairman Johnson
asked if the development lots at Perry Lake are privately owned, and if the County could obtain some land around Perry
Lake. Staff was skeptical about the Corp relinquishing ownership, but mentioned potential partnerships for specific uses
there. Staff said that the Corp will decide on any potential uses, based on the primary purpose of the lake as a water
reservoir, with recreational uses considered secondary. Commissioner Scherer confirmed the main purpose of Perry
Lake is flood prevention, public water storage and also maintenance of flows in the Kansas River for water quality
purposes. Silting was discussed.
Staff presented information and examples of types of subdivisions and regulations that require open space dedication as
part of the platting process. Benefits and limitations were discussed.
Staff suggested that the regulations could require Environmental Impact Statements for major developments such as
industrial agriculture and large residential subdivisions. Chairman Johnson noted difficulty per Kansas law in regulating
industrial agriculture and urged caution.
Staff suggested implementation of transitional buffers based on the intensities of adjacent land uses, and other methods
to ensure development compatibility, noting flexibility should be built in for case-by-case assessments. Chairman
Johnson expressed skepticism about such strategies in relation to right-to-farm laws in Kansas. Staff noted that there
would be Attorney review of all recommended regulations.
Staff recommended simplifying the permitting of complementary agricultural uses supported by the Comprehensive plan
on working farms, such as farm stays and other agritourism uses and retail greenhouses. These uses could be permitted
by right subject to specific use or performance standards so that applicants would not need to go through the Conditional
Use Permit approval process.
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Staff discussed a recommendation to review the triggers for amending Conditional Use Permits. Some minor changes
may be acceptable without revising the Conditional Use Permit; the regulations may identify other more substantial
changes that would require a Conditional Use Permit amendment.
Staff recommended an amendment to the regulations making the minimum lot size in the Suburban Residential district 2
acres instead of 1 acre to align with the current Health Department regulations for onsite wastewater systems, or even 3
acres to align with regulations for raising animals on small lots.
The Commission discussed future plan review activities and strategies for the plan update process. This will be
discussed at the March meeting.
Secretary Scherer noted this will be a lot of work and appreciated everyone’s efforts but said it is best not to go too fast
so that we don’t miss something with all these issues.
Commissioner Rudolph liked the idea of being able to take one suggestion at a time and research other Comprehensive
Plans to see what best fits situations in our area.
Chairman Johnson was impressed with laying the groundwork for the right questions and wants to identify key
stakeholders and figure out how to get various players to the table. He said we can be a great service to this county if we
can truly understand what’s motivating people to be in Jefferson County and how to accommodate them.
Item II. Consider initiation of amendments to the Jefferson County Zoning Regulations pertaining to the
issuance of zoning certificates/building permits.
Commissioner Phillips moved to table it until the March meeting and Commissioner Rudolph seconded the motion.
Votes were taken by Ayes and Nays as follows:
Paul
Matt
Stephen
Gale
Johnson
Scherer
Phillips
Rudolph
Chairman
Secretary
DNV
Aye
Aye
Aye
Motion passed 4-0

Tim
Benyshek

Vacant

Vacant

Aye

--

--

Commissioner Benyshek moved to adjourn the meeting. Commissioner Rudolph seconded.
Item 9.

Adjournment – 9:03 PM

Minutes taken by:

___________________________________
Erin George

Approved:

___________________________________
Date

Chairman:

___________________________________
Paul Johnson

Secretary:

___________________________________
Matt Scherer III
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PLANNING AND ZONING DIVISION

Memo: Item 7 Old Business I
To:

Planning Commission

From: Kelly Drake Woodward, AICP
Date:

March 22, 2021

RE:

Consider initiation of potential text amendment TA2021-01 to sections of the Zoning and
Subdivision Regulations pertaining to application requirements and Zoning Certificate/Building
Permit procedures.

On February 2, 2021, I met with the County Commission to ask for assistance in determining whether the
current Subdivision Regulations require proof of available water supply at time of application for an
Agricultural Lot Split. The application requirements have long included a request to provide a letter from
the applicable Rural Water District stating that they service the area (if not that particular site), and that
it is possible to get water to the site (if not currently obtained). Otherwise, the applicant would indicate
the site was serviced by a well.
County Attorney Josh Ney stated that per his interpretation of the current regulations, proof of water
supply is not required at time of application for an Agricultural Lot Split like it is for Plats applications, even
though it may have been a best practice, and may have been the intent. He further stated that if the
County wanted to require this, the Regulations should be amended for clarification.
Steve Tufte, Oskaloosa surveyor, advocated to the Commission to not require proof of water supply
for Agricultural Lot Split applications, stating that surrounding counties require it at time of application
for a building permit, not a lot split.
By consensus, the Board determined, based on counsel opinion, that there is no requirement for proof of
water supply on Agricultural Lot Split applications and the Board directed the zoning staff to update the
application.
County Attorney Josh Ney stated that the County may wish to review the requirements for zoning
certificates/building permits to ensure that the language requiring proof of water supply is adequate in
the applicable sections of the Zoning Regulations. The Commission may wish to discuss the issue of proof
of water supply and the original intent of the Subdivision Regulation updates. In addition to this issue,
other items need to be clarified in the current Zoning and Subdivision Regulations pertaining to Zoning
Certificates/Building Permits. This action is simply to initiate the potential amendments so staff can
research the issue and draft recommendations. Actual draft amendments will be presented for
consideration at a public hearing in the future.
Requested Action:
Initiate potential text amendment TA2021-01 to sections of the Zoning and Subdivision Regulations
pertaining to application requirements and Zoning Certificate/Building Permit procedures.
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Memo: Item 8 New Business I
To:

Planning Commission

From: Kelly Drake Woodward, AICP
Date:

March 22, 2021

RE:

Updating the Jefferson County KS Comprehensive Plan Part I – Goals

Before undertaking a process to update the Comprehensive Plan, it is helpful to identify the primary
project goals. This helps ensure that time and resources are utilized more efficiently and effectively.
Below are some examples of goals for your consideration. Please be prepared to discuss these and other
potential goals for the plan. It may also be beneficial to hold a joint meeting with the County Commission
soon to discuss recommended project goals and any modifications that reflect their consensus input.
Potential project goals for the 2021 Comprehensive Plan Update:
Process Goals:
1. Gain a more thorough and contemporary understanding of existing conditions (physical,
demographic, economic and regulatory).
2. Identify the county’s most important assets and challenges for the future.
3. Undertake a coordinated planning effort to include stakeholders of the cities and unincorporated
areas of the County and provide future direction for all areas of the County.
4. Build public consensus on priorities for future actions and investments based on impact criteria
and perceived barriers to implementation.
Product (Plan document) Goals:
5. Create a more visually attractive, easy-to-read document that will accurately reflect community
values and be a helpful introduction to the County.
6. Create a plan that ensures efficient and targeted use of available County resources to create
diverse community benefits in the natural, built, economic and social environments.
7. Use data and spatial analysis tools to recommend appropriate development patterns and areas
for preservation/protection to be included in a future land use map and plan.
8. Identify future actions, policy and regulatory changes, resources, and additional plans, projects or
programs that will help achieve the vision of the Comprehensive Plan, including a regulatory plan
for implementation.
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Memo: Item 8 New Business II
To:

Planning Commission

From: Kelly Drake Woodward, AICP
Date: March 22, 2021
RE:

Updating the Jefferson County KS Comprehensive Plan Part II – Examples

Comprehensive Plans typically have a 20-year outlook, but may be reviewed annually and updated every
5 years. Timeline for development of such plans is usually 12 to 18 months if done by a consultant, and
may take longer if done in-house. It is also possible to do some of the work in-house and hire consultants
to assist with certain elements, which I think may be a realistic option for Jefferson County since we have
limited department personnel but do have staff with extensive experience in writing Comprehensive
Plans. Engineering assistance may be needed for the transportation and water supply elements, and
assistance might also be needed for a project website and public engagement through technology.
The following is typical of most Comprehensive Plans:
•

•
•

•

Community Profile section focused on existing conditions such as historical context, introduction
to cities, summaries of previous plans, graphic representations of current land use and zoning,
demographic information, market studies, and inventories of community facilities,
infrastructure, and natural features.
Public engagement is usually summarized in a separate chapter of the plan.
Recommendations may be organized around functional topics (future land use map and
development plan, transportation plan, natural features plan, community facilities and
infrastructure plan) or subareas (corridor plans, specific area plans).
Implementation plan that prioritizes recommendations, assigns responsibilities, and suggests
potential funding mechanisms.

Below are links to Comprehensive Plans of other jurisdictions. I have tried to point out unique features
of each plan. The Lawrence / Douglas County Plan was completed in-house as were the Livingston County
MI and Charter Township of Chocolay MI plans (I wrote this latter plan). Included is a link to the current
Jefferson County KS Comprehensive Plan for reflection. When page numbers are referenced, the first set
of numbers reflect the page numbers on the document, and the second set of numbers reflect page
number within the pdf file (ex. 5/9).
https://www.jfcountyks.com/350/Comprehensive-Plan
PLAN EXAMPLES – KANSAS PLANS
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1. LEAVENWORTH COUNTY KS – 2020
https://files.leavenworthcounty.gov/Department/Planning%20&%20Zoning/Document%20Cen
ter/Comprehensive%20Plan%20Project/LVCO%20COMPREHENSIVE%20PLAN.pdf
The Leavenworth County Comprehensive Plan was adopted in 2020 and is very visually appealing.
The Land Use and Development Plan recommends adopting four types of special uses with
varying application and review requirements (page 79/85). It introduces a “land first” or
conservation-based approach for the unincorporated areas and use of the LESA system to protect
farmland (page 80/86). There is a unique Action Plan that categorizes tasks as processes, policies,
plans or programs. The Action Plan also evaluates each task per four impact categories and three
barriers to implementation (starting on page 102/108).
2. DOUGLAS COUNTY KS – 2019
https://assets.lawrenceks.org/pds/planning/plan-2040/Plan-2040.pdf
Plan 2040 is a Comprehensive Plan for unincorporated Douglas County and the City of Lawrence
and was adopted in 2019. It includes helpful digital links within the online version of the plan
and is oriented to educate readers and be reader friendly. There are links to interactive maps
and sidebars with stakeholder quotes. This is helpful in a community that has many plans and an
engaged citizenry that needs a common language. The community profile, specific land use
plans, reference plans and implementation plans are in the Appendices. The body of the plan is
organized around topics and includes vision and goal statements. Various future land use
densities or types are associated with applicable zoning districts.
3. SHAWNEE COUNTY KS – 2018
https://www.snco.us/planning/document/snco_comp_plan_final_DRAFT_(FINAL%2010.15.18).pdf
The Shawnee County 2038 Comprehensive Plan was adopted in 2018 and is also visually appealing.
Each functional plan topic includes an introduction, summary of public engagement for that topic,
existing / future conditions analysis, constraints / opportunities analysis, and discussions /
recommendations. This makes it convenient for anyone interested in a specific topic to find all
information in one chapter. Vacant residential parcels are discussed on page 88/100. There is a
robust affordable housing analysis in Chapter 5 starting on page 99/111.
4. MIAMI COUNTY KS – 2004
http://www.miamicountyks.org/DocumentCenter/View/241/Comprehensive-Plan?bidId=
The Miami County Kansas 2004 Comprehensive Plan is currently being updated. The Community
profile section discusses the benefits, opportunities, and challenges of each profiled element.
Maps are included in Appendices.
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5. JOHNSON COUNTY KS – 2004
https://www.jocogov.org/dept/planning-and-codes/pln/comprehensive-plan-and-planningdocuments
(Explore the Rural Comprehensive Plan and Rural Comprehensive Brochure)
The Rural Comprehensive Plan for the unincorporated area was adopted in 2004. Each functional
topic is unique in formatting (not one consistent approach). The land use plan is divided into
policy areas that include a description, boundary criteria, purpose and policies for intended uses,
density, infrastructure, and implementation strategies.
6. POTTAWATOMIE COUNTY KS – 2019
https://www.pottcounty.org/488/Plan-Pottawatomie-2040

The Plan Pottawatomie County 2040 Future County Report was adopted in 2019, replacing a plan
adopted in 1994. There is a companion document called Plan Pottawatomie 2040 Existing County
at the above link that details the typical community profile information.
Each functional plan topic features trends, key issues and considerations, and an action plan
including guiding principles, goals, and strategic action priorities. The future land use map is
based on a character area approach related to uses and design characteristics (see discussion box
below about Character Areas). The Future Land Use maps include insets with closeup views of
more dense development areas (pages 28 – 30/32 – 34). The implementation items are
categorized as capital projects, programs and initiatives, regulations and standards, partnerships
and coordination, and targeted planning / studies.

Character areas are portions of the planning area that have
a unique, recognizable character different from neighboring
areas. These areas are designated based on a comparison
of multiple factors. Using this framework for the planning
project enables participants to recognize these different
contexts, and gives decision-makers an idea of how
perspectives may differ based on this context.
OTHER EXAMPLE PLANS
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1. CHARTER TOWNSHIP OF CHOCOLAY MI – 2015
http://www.chocolay.org/masterplans/2015masterplan.php
The Chocolay Township Master Plan 2015 Edition is an example of a study that is based on
character areas and has community resilience framework. The plan begins where the former
plan left off – it provides a summary of major changes in the 10 years since the previous plan was
adopted, and documents progress toward that plan’s recommendations (pages 3 – 13/15 – 25).
In this way, a sense of continuity is fostered.
The plan introduces a strong connection to place and focus on sustainability and resilience as a
foundation for community values and policies (pages 14 – 19/29 – 34). The plan is divided into
sections profiling community, private and natural systems (see Chapters 4, 5 and 6 starting on
page 27/47). For each major component in these systems, there is a profile, risk assessment, and
analysis of opportunities. Relevant community input is included in discussion boxes with each
component.
Chapter 7 contains the Strategic Plan (starting on page 82/109). The policy statements in Chapter
7 establish criteria for land acquisition, asset management, and road improvement decisions
(pages 84 – 86/111 – 113). Fourteen Priority Decision Criteria (pages 87 – 88/114 – 115) are
provided to assist decision-makers in staying true to course, and are presented in a scoresheet
format. The Plan connects the future land use plan with a detailed, responsive zoning plan
(starting on page 94/121). Implementation items are organized into Administrative Tasks,
Regulatory Tasks, and Capital Projects (starting on page 99/126). This makes it easier for the
appropriate staff to identify their responsibilities and evaluate progress toward relevant tasks.
The capital projects are pre-evaluated to these fourteen decision criteria (based on anticipated
outcome) to assist in project prioritization (see Chapter 8 starting on page 130/159).
The 2013 input survey for this plan was based on character areas (results start on page 40/13 of
Appendix K). See Character Area descriptions in Appendix L. Character areas are delineated by
several factors including primary development patterns, circulation and access, natural features,
land uses, public facilities, and zoning. Future projects are recommended per Character Area.
2. LIVINGSTON COUNTY MI – 2018
https://www.livgov.com/plan/Documents/MasterPlan/2018-County-Master-Plan-ApprovedFinal-optimized-final-2.pdf
The Livingston County Master Plan was created by a staff of 3 in the Livingston County Planning
Department and adopted in 2018. The plan is a fully web-based, interactive plan, containing
hundreds of links to trends and best practices intended to influence both the master plans and
zoning ordinances of each of the 20 local municipalities in Livingston County. It focuses on
features that connect each municipality such as natural features and transportation
networks. An alternative to the future land use map is a county wide map that identifies border
issues or conflicts, community strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (starting on
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page 19/36). In addition to conducting a natural features inventory, Livingston County prioritizes
the natural areas per ten criteria into three categories (starting on page 63/80 of the
plan). Broadband strategies are addressed starting on page 159/176. There are many examples
of placemaking strategies on pages 173 – 198/190 – 215. A photo contest provided great visuals
to make the plan more compelling. An entire year of public engagement included use of the
regular County planning "Brown Bag Lunches" and visits to all municipal planning commissions.
Many municipalities in Livingston County do not have the time or personnel to research new
planning techniques. The county's extensive research and innovative approach provides a
communal toolkit to help local government make educated decisions. The plan received a State
award for a Comprehensive Plan and recognition for Best Practice.
3. LIBERTY COUNTY STRATEGIC PLAN TX – 2016
https://www.co.liberty.tx.us/upload/page/4872/docs/Dvlpmt.Comm/Strategic%20Plan.pdf

The Liberty County Strategic Plan 2016-2036 won a national planning achievement award for
resilience planning. In the first-ever county-wide comprehensive plan in the state of Texas,
entities worked to create a unified development plan. This was informed by a land suitability
analysis and consideration of three potential development scenarios (starting on page 17/24).
Physical suitability was evaluated per ten criteria and residential accessibility was evaluated per
seven location criteria. The results of the development scenarios are illustrated visually on page
22/29. A suitability analysis was also performed for community facility opportunity sites. The
implementation plan is clear and targeted (starting on page 100/ 99).
EXAMPLES OF PLANS FOR THE TRANSPORTATION AND PUBLIC SERVICES ELEMENTS
4. CHARTER TOWNSHIP OF CHOCOLAY MI ROAD ASSET MANAGEMENT PLAN – 2018
http://www.chocolay.org/documents/roadassetmanagementplan.pdf
PROJECT WEBSITE EXAMPLES
As I was researching plans, I came across some impressive project websites for your consideration.
1. LEAVENWORTH COUNTY COMPREHENSIVE PLAN UPDATE PROJECT WEBSITE
https://www.lvcountyplan.com/
2. MIAMI COUNTY COMPREHENSIVE PLAN UPDATE PROJECT WEBSITE
https://www.miamicountyksplan.com/
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Memo: Item 8 New Business III
To:

Planning Commission

From: Kelly Drake Woodward, AICP
Date: March 22, 2021
RE:

Updating the Jefferson County KS Comprehensive Plan Part III – Timeline and Engagement

Below are some ideas to start the discussion on public engagement for the Comprehensive Plan update.
I am looking into the cost of mailers, and will need to investigate the cost of setting up a project website.
Also included is a first draft of a survey for discussion. It has more open-ended questions than is typical,
but I thought this might encourage people to respond freely and give us better guidance in the beginning
phase.
Please consider the following innovative ideas for public participation:
1. Meeting in a Box – This public engagement technique is designed for community groups,
neighborhood associations, or friends to gather at a convenient time and location to share their
opinions about a plan or project in their community. We would distribute kits to help residents
host meetings and lead a discussion. Participants gather using a time or method that is
comfortable for them. The box contains everything needed, including an instruction sheet for the
host/facilitator, discussion questions, participant worksheets, feedback questionnaires, and
directions for recording and returning responses. This technique is most effective when soliciting
detailed, qualitative feedback from community members and is associated with a deeper level of
engagement than a public meeting. The box can also be used to distribute and collect surveys.
Time is needed to set up the boxes, publicize the meetings, and recruit meeting leaders. The kits
can be paper-based and downloadable from a project website. The “Meeting in a Box” concept
leverages existing social connections. Residents are more likely to participate and engage with a
familiar organization or community member than an agency that might be perceived as an
‘outsider’ to the community. I think this would work well with neighborhood associations, cities,
the Chamber, churches, schools, and other social groups.
2. Hotlines – Hotlines are dedicated phone lines set up to receive inquiries or comments from the
public. Hotline phone numbers can be advertised with flyers or through social media and
comments can be taken by staff members or volunteers over the phone. This is a low-tech, "old
school" virtual engagement technique that could still be useful for demographic groups that do
not have regular access to the internet or smart phones or prefer to speak with someone directly.
Hotlines could be particularly useful for a place-based project, where posters or other
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advertisements can be hung around the area with the phone number and request for feedback or
information.
3. Ideascale – Crowdsourced brainstorming and feedback tool in which anyone can propose, rate,
tag, or comment on an idea on a designated agency page. Users vote the idea up or down to
attract more attention. IdeaScale is a cloud-based software company. Users create a profile on
IdeaScale and once they are members of a community, they can submit ideas, comment and vote
on other ideas. An idea includes several relevant fields to encourage transparency and stimulate
discussion including: one or two paragraph description; interested sponsors for the idea;
champions for the idea; why the idea should be viewed as a priority for the county; and the type
of research or implementation project. The most popular ideas are prioritized at the top based on
the number of votes the idea receives. Ideas may also be organized by topic areas and facilitate
the formation of communities of practice.

SURVEY ENGAGEMENT AND NOTIFICATION: Include the link to the online survey or project website, phone
number to request a hard copy of the survey, locations where they can pick up a hard copy.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Can we piggy-back on other county-wide mailings?
Newspaper notification
Website notification
Social media notice
Chamber outreach
Signage at various locations in the County
Other ideas?

JEFFERSON COUNTY KS COMPREHENSIVE PLAN UPDATE 2040
DRAFT COMMUNITY SURVEY #1 – COMMUNITY VALUES AND PRIORITIES
PURPOSE: This is the first of several surveys guiding the update of the Jefferson County Comprehensive
Plan. This survey focuses on what brings people here to the County, what is valued or appreciated, and
what is missing. This information will help determine priorities for the research, vision, and strategies
of the plan.
Comprehensive Plans are a framework supporting the county’s development regulations. They are a
policy guide for investments and decisions for vital parts of the community such as public infrastructure,
public spaces, and natural resources. These policies help ensure that private development is consistent
with local community context and goals.
QUESTIONS: For purposes of this survey, consider all of Jefferson County, including cities.
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Part I: The next four questions will help us understand who is responding to our outreach, and who we
still need to reach. Your information will remain anonymous and will only be shared as a combined total.
1. Please indicate your age group.
• Under 18 years
• 18 to 44 years
• 45 to 64 years
• 65 years and over
2. Which of the following describes you? (choose all that apply)
• Year-round resident of Jefferson County
• Seasonal resident of Jefferson County
• Nonresident
• Work in Jefferson County
• Work outside Jefferson County
• Retired
3. Which of the following describes your property interests in Jefferson County? (check all that
apply)
• Own a residence in Jefferson County
• Own a business in Jefferson County
• Own a working farm or ranch in Jefferson County
• Own vacant land in Jefferson County
• Rent a residence in Jefferson County
• Lease non-residential/non-agricultural space in Jefferson County
• Lease farmland in Jefferson County
• Other ______________________________
4. Where do you spend most of your time in the County? (click on the map to choose all applicable
areas)
[map locations to include urban areas of influence, US Corps of Engineers land, major highways,
and rural areas divided appropriately]
Part II: These questions will help us understand what people like about Jefferson County, and what would
help improve experiences within the County.
5. What recreational, entertainment or social activities do you appreciate the most in Jefferson
County?
6. What recreational, entertainment or social activities do you wish were available but are
currently missing in Jefferson County?
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7. What business or service opportunities do you appreciate most in Jefferson County?
8. What business or service opportunities do you wish were available but are currently missing in
Jefferson County?
9. What are the qualities that you feel enhance rural character? In other words, what things come
to mind when you think of a nice rural area?
10. What are the things you think DO NOT contribute to a nice rural area?
11. What are the qualities you appreciate in small-town life, if any? In other words, what things
come to mind when you think of a nice small-town setting?
12. What are the things you think DO NOT contribute to nice small towns?
Part III: These questions will help us understand what you think are the most important issues and
investments for the future of Jefferson County.
13. If you were given $1,000 to spend on the future of Jefferson County, please indicate how you
would distribute the funds between the following six studies/plans and investments (write in
dollar amounts):
________

Study of existing road and bridge conditions and creation of a long-term asset
management plan to fund maintenance and improvements.

________

Housing market study to better plan for rural housing development locations,
including an investigation of the number and location of existing developable lots
and the challenges that discourage development.

________

Study of water supply and water quality issues in the County to determine
appropriate areas for future development or land preservation.

________

Natural Resource Inventory to identify and prioritize areas for preservation and
protection from development (such as conservation lands, farmlands, recreation
and open space).

________

Investments that support affordable energy and energy conservation practices to
benefit residences and businesses.

________

Investments to implement broadband and high-speed internet access throughout
the County.

14. Please list other items that you feel would be good public investments of your tax dollars.
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Planning Project Timeline
2021

Project Phases

APR MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

2022
SEP

OCT NOV

DEC

JAN

FEB

MAR APR MAY

JUN

In-House

DISCOVERY

Outsourced
Leadership Engagement

ENGAGEMENT

Stakeholder Engagement
Community Engagement

PLAN DEVELOPMENT
PLAN REFINEMENT
ADOPTION
DISCOVERY PHASE
Approximately 10 months, anticipating that
2020 census data may not be available until fall.
Activities: Potential outsourcing of targeted
studies, such as housing market, water
supply/quality, roads, natural feature inventory,
etc. In-house created map book, spatial
analysis and community profile.

•

•

VISIONING AND ENGAGEMENT PHASE
Entire 15-month project timeline, including
three stakeholder groups.
Activities: Committee/Board meetings, focus
group sessions, community surveys, and open
house workshops.
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•

Leadership Engagement for the entire
project duration. Includes two joint
workshops with Planning Commission and
Board of County Commissioners to discuss
plan goals and policies, and monthly deep
dives into specific issues at Planning
Commission meetings.
Stakeholder Engagement for 9 months
overlapping with the Plan Development
phase. Includes focus group meetings and
interviews with special interest and
development stakeholders.
Community Engagement for 6 months
overlapping the Plan Development phase.
Including photo submissions, community

surveys and open house workshops hosted
by staff and committee or stakeholder
leadership.

PLAN DEVELOPMENT PHASE
Approximately 6 months.
Activities: Staff will format the plan, summarize
all findings and public input, create maps and
charts.

PLAN REFINEMENT AND ADOPTION PHASE
Approximately 6 months.
Activities: Review of the draft plan, refinement,
public hearings and adoption.

